Origanal version;
VLIEGENIER: HOW TO FLY RENO, for now until I find new tricks
This is an attempt to write a a guide to a one lap race in the unlimited class.
For all the grey hare pilots out there. Sorry lady's, you are beautiful and most welcome and we need more lady pilots.
This is how I do it, But hey I am still trying to go faster. Hope it helps and that nothing got lost in translation.
And remember English lessons where long time ago.
From Countdown at start dive to the thing that's looks like a fork in de road and boost at the same time, I always try to
keep a little boost left, to get out of trouble if needed. And it makes the boost management bar and the speedo a little
easyer to keep an eye on in the speed of the game.
Keep the boost going with short taps over the lower bumps but stop in time to collect some boost for the first pylon.
Try to start the boost just before you start steering, to get the ref's up. Because plane starts to slow down the most
when it turns or banks at more than 15 degrees. Avoid that by refing engine so it is in maximum power range when on
that bank angle. Start turn a little later than U are used to. When going back to level flight stop boost at 578. When
done smoothly it is possible without the use of the rudder, but if rudder is used only in very short taps once or twice to
keep from over steering.
This basic tactic can be used for all turns.
Use the long straight to get boost tank full, and don't boost over 580. The long three pylon turn at the end can be flown
as if it where one long turn, with lots of big burst of boost to keep engine on high ref's until level again. Very nice too do
but difficult to keep speed up.
Or you can do it in two smaller turns similar to the others turns, but time the last one a little extra late.
That will make it easy er to line up with finish line.
Keep an eye on speedo, learn and keep it smooth.....
For extra smooth, dont think 2- axis but more like a trackball, hope you now what I mean...Make's it easyer in multiple
lap race.
Have fun, still got questions, input; Skype chat: Jo ( Vliegenier),mail,logbook if need to....

